ART FO R A RT ’S S A K E
Gustav Weiß
The artistic value of art is not the value for which it can be sold and which makes a profit for gallery owners, art dealers and auction houses.
Artists have a vision. For this they risk the sacrifices which constitute their life and which they stand by. To the artist, fulfilling this vision is the
value. This absence of material worth equates with a freedom from practical usefulness. Where this stops, a new kind of usefulness emerges,
in the fields of the symbols, decoration and prestige.
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n 2007, the Kunstrat (German Arts Council) organised an official conference where all professions involved in art expressed
their views on standards and evaluation of art. Everyone agreed that
commercial exploitation could not be the yardstick. But what is?
Salman Rushdie, a hero of literature, stated elsewhere: "I don't believe
art has a duty to reach targets or something like that. No, no, no. It
always knew that the nature of the human being was never homogenous, but very varied. That we all have traits of character within us
that are contradictory. And in our age, when we are told we have to
disambiguate ourselves, art shows us that we are not limited and
one-dimensional but incredibly diverse.” (Translated from the German in an interview published in Der Spiegel. Trans.)
The smith at the anvil, the potter at the wheel are of our kind.
Their art shows great artistry and they can make a living from it. It
is driven by the desire to do it better. Animals learn from their
parents how to survive and how to contribute to the preservation of
the species. No more than this. In every creature more is present as
the drive to multiply and it does not need to be learned. What is
important to humans is something different. The important drive
in humans is thinking. They want to do things better than what and
how they found them.
This is the conflict of generations and it is inborn. But it does not
need to break out of the framework. Almost everyone can say they
have not seen the Sistine Madonna, Michelangelo’s David or the Taj
Mahal and yet they still get by. They don't get carried away and are
pleased when someone says, I like that cup, I would like to drink
out of it, I like that house, I would like to live in it, I think these
people are great I would like to live together with them. And when
the neighbours say he’s alright, he does things you need, he prunes
the trees, he helps in the office, he shows people the world and does
whatever else that is useful, he can make a living from this too.
But artists are outsiders. What they think or make is actually
unnecessary. Perhaps they experienced something once or had an
encounter that set the course for their wishes. Their decision is more
important than financial success. Wise people have written about
art and artists. The philosopher Adorno called it the renunciation
of livelihood, the decision in favour of an existence not secured in
any way.
Up to the end of the 19th century, art and ceramics still ran
parallel without contact. Only with Expressionism, which eas superseded by Neue Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity) after the First
World War, did applied art lay claim to being art, which many art
teachers ignore even today when referring to ceramics.
Among many similar experiences , ceramist Helena Arendt from
La Palma wrote in a letter what art lecturers thought about ceramics
when she was studying: “In 1972, when I started my course at the
Kunstakademie in Münster, I had to read in secret! Your book, Freude
an der Keramik (“Enjoying Ceramics”). I had to read it in secret
because at the Akademie, ceramics was very much frowned upon,
mocked and discredited. I made ceramic sculptures my focal point
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in exhibitions without my image as an artist suffering from it, on
the contrary. (Helena Arendt herself lectured in ceramics from
1982-86 and wrote a number of books about ceramics.) I never had
the courage to do this before because during my training ceramics
was always considered to be boring and traditional, especially for
women.”
This prejudice against ceramics survives stubbornly although
Picasso from 1948-55, Chagal from 1944-62 and Miró from 1944-83
created artists’ ceramics much sought after in the art market and of
which Miró’s figures and murals are outstanding and delightful. They
do not reproduce nature, they are nature. The artists asked the potters to pass on the knowledge to go with their skills. The prejudice
about the art-worthiness of ceramics also reflects the difficulty and
responsibility of ceramics lecturers. Ultimately ceramics is an art
form that can only be learned to a very small extent. It is a philosophy and a sense of curiosity to look beyond the end of your nose,
which has been kept alive. Teaching what is right in front of you is
not worth the effort. The idea of “letting them mature” is based on
the assumption that art consists of talent and imagination. That is
all well and good, but only on one’s own meagre patch? Thinking
young ceramists are dissatisfied with their training.
Özge Kuru sent this e-mail from Istanbul: “I studied ceramics
and have a degree. I would like to learn more and work with you for
a year as a volunteer.” What Ernst Ludwig Kirchner said in the programme of the Brücke artists’ group applies: “We want to get room
to move and freedom to live from the well-established older forces.

Anyone who renders what moves them to create directly and authentically is one of us.” Simply going out and painting or modelling
is inherent in everyone as a pleasure. So does art serve the artist?
Whether something is art or craft has only been of any importance
since 1647, when in France and academy for painting and sculpture
was founded. Artists no longer wished to be artisans and artisans
with artistic talent soon no longer wished to belong to the ordinary
crafts. But this was not about deeper intellectual processes. Functionality was still what was required and that is how it stayed into
the 20th century, although not under the regulations of the guilds.
These were repealed in the early 19th century. It was no longer
merely arts-and-crafts but art within craft, explicitly in the tradition
of the crafts. This may mean a great degree of artistry or, in the case
of the crazy teapot, a whimsical product of the imagination. That is
not the same as an idea.
Working with clay exerts a great attraction on people who enjoy
being creative. The digital world, which gives us unprecedented
possibilities, is spreading as a new motive force. Raku is a typical
example of unprofitable art. Countless videos on YouTube show new
raku techniques, such as reduction with alcohol, or the obvara
technique from Belarus, illustrated with videos from all over the
world, Uppsala, Buenos Aires, New Delhi and many other places.
Obvara is a fermentations technique with a biological reaction
under the exclusion of air in a suspension consisting of 10 litres of
lukewarm water, 1 kg of flour, 1-2 packets of dried yeast and a dessert spoon of sugar. The glowing biscuited pot is plunged into this
mixture, with the suspension permeating it from both sides, and in
a process of fermentation and submersion it hardens, i.e. with a more
or less total exclusion of oxygen. This kind of fermentations occurs
in the production of cheese, yoghurt, sauerkraut and other foods.
Its use stems from the
desire to make lowfired, porous ceramics
watertight. The obvara
effects can scarcely be
influenced except by the
duration of immersion,
movement in the suspension or by cooling
the ceramic in water or
under a jet of water.
The fuel is also new.
Its extraction from
scrap aluminium is
Obvara raku.
shown on “Hydrogenmik” in the film Homemade Hydrogen for
You. Cars will run on this “energy for the next generation”. Why
shouldn't it be used for firings too? Among the countless videos on
YouTube about Ceramic Art, Jennifer McCurdy’s working methods
are demonstrated. From leatherhard full-bellied thrown porcelain
pots, she cuts out sculptures with a steady hand and special tools
which are described as lighter than air (YouTube: Jennifer McCurdy,
Lighter-Than-Air Sculptures). Her porcelain is fired to 1288°C. Her
work can be seen on her website. She lives on the island Martha’s
Vineyard in Massachusetts, where the film Jaws was made and Barack
Obama goes on holiday. He probably owns one or two of her sculptures.
Ceramic art is generally undervalued. Because it is difficult to
ascertain its value, the public values it from the angle of the material. A bronze sculpture is worth more than a clay one. This is why
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the professors of ceramics, Peter Voulkos from Los Angeles and
Lothar Fischer in Berlin changed over to bronze.
Art is a part of culture. In his Critique of Judgement, Immanuel
Kant said culture consisted of transforming mental and spiritual
forces of nature from their “rawness” into a state in which humankind
could control them. This was true of culture and art up to the advent
of Impressionism, where the focus was on reproducing impressions
from nature. This no longer applied in Expressionism, where art is
supposed to come from within the individual as their own expression. It is a breakthrough for consciousness no longer to be an object
governed by the grace of god but to be a subject. For life, it is the
breakthrough to freedom, for creative individuals the breakthrough
to subjectivity. For the ceramist, it is achieving a new sense of self
worth and of group self-confidence.
Helena Arendt writes of the prejudice against the art-worthiness
of ceramics from La Palma, “Today I can laugh about it because it
was probably precisely this experience that inspired me.”
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